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Important Links 
• The XML Specs document and link to the Test area are located at: https://www.k12.gov.sk.ca/sds/xml/ 

• EEP Web Screen Help Document. Screenshots that will give you more of an understanding of what information 

we are collecting. This is found on the login page of the EEP. 

https://www.k12.gov.sk.ca/sdsprod/EEP_help_2016.pdf 

• Remember: please be sure that you are in the correct area when testing.  

 

 

 

 Reminder - if you are submitting using XML, the Data Disclosure Statement needs to be sent to all educators in 

your division so they are aware and do not enter their data manually. If they have entered it manually, you will 

receive errors and either the educator or someone at the division office will need to delete the EEP data 

manually so that the data can be submitted using xml. 

https://www.k12.gov.sk.ca/sds/xml/
https://www.k12.gov.sk.ca/sds/xml/
https://www.k12.gov.sk.ca/sds/xml/
https://www.k12.gov.sk.ca/sdsprod/EEP_help_2016.pdf
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Object 1.1 Organization Employment 
 

2.1 Person Identification 

• Turning to page 11 of the specs document you will see Element 2.1 Person Identification. Person Identification is 

required for all 3 objects. Ensure both the correct educator certificate numbers and correct dates of birth are in 

the HR system and student information system. If this information is not correct, you will receive an error and 

the data for the educator will not be submitted. 

 

2.2 Person Info 

• Much of the data in this element is optional. You can include it in the file if you have it. The only required data 

for this element is Primary Email. Sending an address change will not change it in our system, it will be ignored 

by the system and no message returned. Addresses must be changed by the educator with SPTRB. 

• If you send the name and it does not match the name in our system, the data will be accepted and a warning will 

be returned. These educators will need to do a name change with SPTRB. This could also be a good check to 

make sure the data you have in your system is correct. 

 

2.3 Employment Info 

• This element is used to add or update an individual’s employment information. 

• ContractIdentifier is required and needs to be the same each time a file is sent. Ex. If you are updating an 

educator’s employment information the original ContractId needs to be included or the system will try to create 

a new record. You will receive an error if the educator is already at 100% and you try to update with a new 

contract id. If it is 50% contract and you try to update with a different contract id, you will create a second 50% 

contract and your data will be inaccurate. 

• Remember total percent time employed cannot be greater than 100%. Keep this in mind especially for educators 

with more than one contract. 

• Multiple contracts can be sent for educators. Ex. If an educator has 50% regular contract and 50% temporary, 

this would be sent as two contracts with 2 different contract ids. There are several scenarios for multiple 

contracts and if there are any questions please contact us so we can work together to make sure your data is 

accurate. 

• Include end dates and separation info for the temporary positions or anyone that has an end date prior to the 

end of the school year. This will replace having to fill in the educator separation form. 

• Employment position sub-types have been added for the position Teacher on Assignment. Page 20 of the specs 

lists the codes to be used for TOA. 

• Clarification on the sub-type Learning Facilitator - A Learning Facilitator is an educator who works side by side 

with other teachers to support them and are not classified as a consultant or coordinator.  

• Counsellor employment position is only used for division based counsellors or counsellors assigned to multiple 

schools. Other counsellors will have Teacher as the employment position and the % assigned for counselling is 

sent with object 1.2 Work Assignment. 

• Only use employment position codes 01 to 16. The others are for non-educators which we are not collecting via 

XML at this time. A common error is using the code 50 – Teacher (Pre-K). This is not the correct code. This code 

is for non-certified educators and is not collected at this time. 
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• Classification is required for all educators. LEADS classification would be out of scope 

• Step is only required for STF members.  

• LEADS members are required to send Salary. 

• Principal/VP allowance is ONLY the amount in addition to the grid, NOT the total allowance. 

• Only data for K12 elements will be accepted. PreKEmployment is not to be used at this time. 

Object 1.2 WorkAssignment 
• Work Assignment object is submitted for educators who are assigned to a school. Educators assigned to the 

division office only submit Object 1.1 EmploymentInfo 

•  

2.4 WorkAssignment Info 

• This element is used to add or update an individual’s work assignment information 

• The details can be found on page 26 and 27 of the XML specs document. 

• Only use the items listed up to K12 Supervisory. Anything after that is for non-educators and is not used at this 

time. 

• WorkSite Identifier – Ministry assigned code for school that the educator is assigned to. 

• Contract Identifier must be the same as what was submitted for the educator in the Organization Employment 

object. If it is not, the data will be rejected and an error will be returned. 

• Percent Time Worked – this is the percent for the contract at the school listed in the WorkSite Identifier. Ex. 

100% total contract with division, working at 2 schools, each at 50%. Send separate work assignment info for 

each school, each with 50% for Percent Time worked. 

• Start Date – when the work assignment begins. Remember this start date cannot be before the start date of 

Object 1 Employment Info. 

• End Date – optional. If the educator contract ends before the end of the school year, you can include it in this 

transaction. The date cannot be after the end date of Object 1 Employment Info. 

• K12Work Assignment/K12 Teacher Time – the code values are found on page 28 of the specs document. Code 

08 (other) is no longer used and code 09 (Teacher Time Distance Learning) is new this year. Please be sure you 

are using the correct code for your online teachers- new code 09. 

• K12Work Assignment/K12Supervisory – on page 29 and 30 of the specs document shows that only code 10 – 

non-teaching headcount is submitted via XML. Data for codes 01 to 09 will be ignored and return a warning 

message. Educator headcount/FTE is calculated according to the data entered in the individual EEPs. 
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Object 1.3 Classroom Composition 
• This object will include classroom composition for educators who teach PreK to 9 only. High school (10 to 12) 

class composition is submitted to the SDS; therefore it does not need to be reported in the Educator Profile. 

• Remember Person Identification is required for this object. Be sure you have the correct Educator certificate 

number and date of birth in your Student Information System  

2.5 Classroom Info 

• This element is used to add or update an educator’s classroom information. (PreK to 9 only) 

• School DAN – Ministry assigned number for the school the educator is teaching the class at. 

• Classroom Identifier – the vendor may have created a specific format for this identifier to allow the user to 

easily identify which class the data is for. If the ClassID is not provided in the file, the system will create one. 

• MultiGrade – Required. Report either Yes or No. If you are not submitting data on MultiGrade, you are 

required to include the element in the transaction and they can all be set to No. There are many scenarios in 

elementary class composition that make it very difficult to report on MultiGrade. In the past this data has 

been inaccurate or incomplete and the Ministry is deriving this information from other areas for reporting 

purposes. If you find that you cannot report on MultiGrade, just set the default to No. 

• Start Date – the date the class begins 

• End Date – the date the class ends. If not provided the system will default to July 31 of the current school 

year. 

• Composition – this is the information about the class. Composition includes the subject and student count. 

- Subject – use codes in appendix A of the XML Specs document. Make sure the government course code in 

your SIS matches the codes in Appendix A. If you teach a course that does not appear in the list, contact 

Ministry for assistance. 

- Student Count – the number of students in the class 

• Each subject for each grade is reported separately. For example, if you teach grade 1, 2 and 3 Math, you would 

submit Grade 1 Math, Grade 2 Math and Grade 3 Math separately. There are no general submissions for grade 1 

to 9. PreK and Kindergarten are the only grades that have a general course. 

• If a teacher teaches mostly Kindergarten to the same children, use code 10 Kindergarten. The same is for PreK 

and the French Kindergarten and PreK. If they teach only 1 or 2 subjects to Kindergarten, use that course code, 

ex. Physical Education K. 
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Examples of XML Transactions 

Example - Object 1 Organization Employment 
This example is for an educator who is 50% continuing contract as principal as well as 50% temporary contract as 

teacher. This is all in one transaction but can also be done with two RefIDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contract #1 – Principal. Notice 

the Principal/VP allowance. This 

is only for allowance in addition 

to the grid, not the total amount 

Contract #2 – Teacher 
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Example - Object 2 Work Assignment 
This example is the work assignment for the educator above. A 50% continuing contract as principal and 50% temporary 

contract as teacher at a different school.  This can also be sent in using two RefID’s. Remember the Contract ID’s need to 

match what was submitted in Object 1. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contract #1 Notice the K12 

supervisory data for the 

principal contract 

Contract #2 
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Example - Object 3 Classroom Composition 
This example shows two scenarios for multigrade. This example includes end dates. End dates are optional. If not 

included in the transaction, the system will use the default July 31 of current school year. This file does not include the 

ClassroomID. The system will generate a ClassroomID when the file is submitted. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

MultiGrade =No.  Only one 

composition/subject 

included in the classroom 

info. 

MultiGrade= Yes.  Two 

composition/subjects 

included in the classroom 

info. 
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Q&A 
Q: What is the purpose of submitting the EEP data twice via SPTRB and the school division? 

A:  SPTRB are the authority concerning names, addresses, phone numbers and certificate numbers. 

School Divisions will report educators they have on contract, which school (s) they work at, their teaching percentages 

and the subjects, grades and enrollment they teach. 

 What data isn’t in the EEP? Review the new XML specs (optional data: addresses and phone numbers. If/when you 

submit names the system will notify you if they do not match so that you can notify your educators to contact the SPTRB 

to update their names).  

 

Q: Please clarify where each object comes from in the HR or SIS systems? 

A:  HR is for Object 1 and 2.  SIS is for Object 3. 

 

Q: What does this XML response message mean? “The Learning ID provided does not match the record in Educator 

Services.” 

A: In this case, the Person Identification “type” code is not correct.  It must be code “01” for educators.  Code “02” is used 

for non-educators, who would have a Learning ID instead. 

 
Q: How can we handle educators who are on a leave? We would like to include them in the XML to reduce the number of 
educator separation forms that need to be completed manually throughout the year.  
A: PA Catholic is currently working with AtrieveERP on if and how this would work with the data in the HR system. If 
anyone else has questions, please contact Kerry Bill. There are a couple of things to note:  
- If an educator is on leave for the entire school year, they should not be included in the current EEP XML submission. 
Their end date should have been submitted or a separation form completed in the previous school year.  

- If an educator is employed at the start of the school year and then starts a leave during the year, this information can be 
included in the current year submission. Ex. Employed Sept 1, 2016 and leave starts Oct 15, 2016. The transaction for 
this educator can include the separation information and the manual separation form will not need to be completed.  

- If an employee is on a leave at the start of the school year and returns during the school year, you can include this 
educator in your submission with the future start date. However, it may be wise to wait until you know for sure that the 
educator is indeed returning on that date. Circumstances can change during a leave which may change the employment 
information. EEP XML data submissions can occur throughout the year to update new and returning educators.  
Update from PA Catholic – they have decided not to include the separation data via XML and continue entering this 
manually in the online separation form. It is common for start and end dates to change in the HR system for any leaves 
that educators may take. Therefore, the xml process will not work smoothly in their case. 
 

Q: What should happen if there is missing/incomplete data after our XML submission?  How can the “blanks” be filled in 

so the entire submission process is accurate? 

A: The EEP web application can still be used to complete / correct / validate the data. 

An XML”mini-submission” can also be used to supplement the original XML data file submission. 

Some school divisions have their educators validate their data using the EEP web application after the XML submission is 

complete. 

 

Q: If the educator logs in and submit their profile, can we overwrite it with the XML transfer? 
A: The best way to handle this is to print the Director’s Report found on the SDS before submitting any data. This report 
will let you know any educators who have manually entered their EEP. You can then ask those educators to log in and 
delete their EEP. When an employment record is created in the web, the Contract ID will have the word “web” in it which 
will help to troubleshoot any issues with duplication. 
- The reason you want to delete any manual entries is because the contract ID in the XML file will not match what had 
been created by the system when the manual entry was done. Submitting additional Contract IDs will result in errors or 
inaccurate data ex. Results in educator employed 100% when they are actually only 50%. The xml submission created an 
additional 50% contract.  
-If Classroom composition has been manually entered and then submitted via xml, the data will be duplicated. Classroom 
composition does not overwrite even if you use the same classroom id. Using the same classroom id will result in an error 
– “Duplicate section identifier not allowed” 
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Q: What happens if there are staffing changes after submission but before sign-off?  
A: Staffing changes after September 20th – Educators can manually enter their EEP or the division can send the data for 
that individual teacher. As long as it is done and verified by the Principal and division office before September 29th at 4:00 
pm 
 
Q: What happens if the educator goes on a leave after the deadline for submission?  
A: the educator or the division office would fill in the online educator separation form which will end date the employment 
for that educator. 
 

Q: How do we remove EEP data once it has been submitted; for example the data that was submitted last September? 

A: You can create an XML file to remove whatever transactions you wish using the “Delete” event action (see page 46 of 

the XML specifications). 

However, you need contract identifier (a required element) to be specified in the “Delete” XML file; this may not be readily 

/ easily available. 

The XML query object will return the contract identifier for an educator(s) if it is not null. 

 

Q: Who should the educators contact if they have questions about the EEP? 

A: They should contact the designated coordinator at the division office. The designated coordinator can contact the 

Ministry if they require further assistance. Educators who are not employed at a school division can contact 

student.records@gov.sk.ca. 

 

Q: We have all the necessary information in SRB but our codes are different. Do we need to change the codes before a 

data transfer can occur? 

A: Yes, they must match with what is in the EAD XML specs.  When you submit a code and it doesn’t match our system, it 

will be rejected. 

 

Q:  Will the warning for name mismatch make the upload fail, or will it go through and notify us that we need to update the 
record? 
A: If the educator’s name is included in the XML file and does not match what the Ministry has in the system, a warning 
will be returned to stating that a name change needs to be done with SPTRB. This is only a warning. The EEP data will be 
accepted for the educator. 
 

Q: How do we record classifications (“class”) for Directors and Superintendents? 

A: LEADS positions such as Directors and Superintendents would use code 08 (Out of Scope) for classification.  They do 

not require a step.  They do require salary. 

 

Q: Is it possible to submit more than 100% contract time – like 120%.   

A: No.  We do not accept more than 100%.  Work assignment must add up to the org employment. Do not submit 100% 

for work assignment if org employment is 50%. 

 

Q: SECPSD - So all of our Cyberstone teacher time is 09? 

A: Yes 

 

Q: I am getting errors “Invalid Employment Info Employment Position Code”.  The employment position codes for the 

applicable records are “40” and “23”.  

A: Employment position codes can be found on page 22 and 23 of the xml specs document. Please only use 

employment position codes 01 to 16. These are the only codes for educators. These have (K12) listed with them. These 

are the ones to use. The rest are for non-educators which are not being used at this time. 
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Q: I am getting this error “The Educator provided is not recorded at the Ministry.  Please call SPTRB to create the records 

for the Educator”.   

A: These educators have not registered with SPTRB yet. They must register with SPTRB before you can submit EEP data. 

When you are communicating this to the educator please be sure that you say they are not “registered” or “certified” 

with SPTRB. If they call SPTRB and say they need to do their educator profile, they will be directed to us at the Ministry 

of Education. Registration/Certification is with SPTRB, Educator Profile/EEP is through the Ministry of Education. SPTRB 

sends data to us nightly so our database will be fairly up to date. Your HR department has access to run reports on the 

SPTRB site. If you have questions as to whether they have registered yet, you should speak to someone in your HR 

department. Right now this error may be due to the test not being up to date. Once the refresh is done on Aug. 25th, the 

educators will show up in test.  

 

Q: I am getting an error “The Affiliation must be STF or LEADS” on one record.  The affiliation code on this record is 

“01”.   

A: The educators in your file should have an affiliation of STF or LEADS. These are found on page 22 of the xml specs 

document. 

 

Q: %time – for admin, etc is this part of the work assignment section?  

A: Yes it is.  In the specs document the K12 Teacher Time code values are on page 29.  01 teacher 02 inschool prep, etc.  

That is where you would report exactly what you are doing in the school. 

 

Q: How are individual school divisions handling teacher prep time? 

A: Jeff (SPS) is using a common percentage based on LINC. 

Lynn (RCSD) commented that SRB suggested using a separate assignment for teacher prep time and their teaching time.   

 -Concerned this will create a lot of additional work. 

Joe (RBE) applies LINC percentages; one for elementary and one for high school. 

North East SD asks whether prep time can be scheduled in their SIS system and extracted as a class. 

 -Discussion indicates this is not practical / possible. 

Camela (LCSD) comments that the HR component should be developed so the breakdown of teacher assignment 

includes prep time.  Likewise, where a teacher has SSS, EAL, prep, and maybe even teaching time, there should be 

means to separate this time out.  They have not moved forward with capturing prep in their HR system. 

LSSD - Living Sky has the same prep time for all teachers which makes it easy. GSCS has some pretty complicated 

formulas from the samples I say. 

SECSD comments that they do not separate this time either.  For them, the issue is more difficult because what the 

division assigns to a teacher as prep or admin time and what they actually do at the school may be different.  For 

example, the principal may give up admin time to provide some prep time for their teachers.  

***This may be something that needs to be discussed with Shelley individually. Please be sure to send any questions 

regarding prep time to Shelley Lowes. 

Q: What positions are excluded from the FTE Non-Teaching Personnel Headcount and why?  

A: Maintenance / Custodial staff and Bus Drivers are excluded.  The reason is because they are not supervised by the 

principal.   This number should only include staff that is under the direction and supervision of the principal. 

 

Q:  Did you mention that ClassroomIdentifier is optional?   

A:  If you don’t provide an identifier, the system will generate one for you. Downside is that it may not be as meaningful as 

if you created it yourself.  You will only see it in error reports. 
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Q: Can classroom information be uploaded through XML if the employment and work assignment information is not 

submitted through the EEP? 

A:  No, employment and work assignment needs to be submitted before classroom composition can be submitted. 

 

Q: If we wait until September 21 to submit our EEP XML files, what will happen to the classroom information that may 

have been entered manually by teachers?  Will the classroom information be duplicated or overwritten? 

A: The XML submission will be appended to whatever classroom information currently exists – the data will be duplicated! 

Communication is essential to avoid this situation. 

 

Q: After I upload a classroom composition XML file, it’s difficult to verify the multi-grade classrooms using the EEP web 

screens.  What should I do? 

A: If you are using XML to upload the ClassroomInfo elements, it’s best to use the XML Query Object to retrieve and 

validate this data. The ClassroomInfo Query Object is described on pp. 39-43 of the XML Specifications document. 

 
Q: Is the multi-grade indicator required for object 3 classroom composition. Some School Divisions are having a hard time 
timetabling for the multi-grade data to be accurate. There are many different scenarios that are difficult to capture in a 
timetable in the SIS.  
A: Yes, the multi-grade element is required in the transaction. If you do not wish to report multi-grade, you can set the 

default for MultiGrade to “No” for each class. 

Q: How do you handle educators that work at the board office. Do you include the School DAN or Board Office DAN for 

classroom composition? 

A: Generally educators that work out of the board office do not teach K-9 classes. You would not include division office 

employees in the classroom composition file. 

Q: If we have schools that have split classes taking the same subject e.g. Grade 5/6 taking Science 5 this year and Science 

6 next year, do we have to have students in “grade appropriate” classes? 

A:  Classroom composition only includes course code and the number of students. Names or id numbers of students are 

not submitted; therefore the system will not know what grade level the students are in. All you are submitting is what 

course is being taught and to how many students. So, no, the students do not need to be in “grade appropriate” courses 

for the classroom composition. 

 

Q: What about Band directors, if they teach at all schools in the division? 

A: If the band teacher teaches at many or all of the schools in the division and chooses to submit as a Teacher on 

Assignment at the Division Office rather than submitting for each school, the educator would not be able to report their 

classes. They would not be included in the classroom composition file, they would treated as a division employee. 

 

Q: Do we report PreK teacher assignments. 

A: If you are referring to classes, yes you report PreK. There is a course code for PreKindergarten (15). If the teacher 

teaches all of PreK, use that code. 

 

Q: Do educators need to log in to the EEP and verify their individual EEP after the xml submission?  

A: This is a decision made at the school division. Some divisions require the teachers to verify their data and some do 

not. If there are changes that need to be completed manually during the month of September, an educator can go in 

and make manual changes. Educators do have access and can make changes at any time. Be aware of this when verifying 

data. 
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Q: Do principals need to go in manually to verify or is running the report enough? 

A: There is a report that can be generated but yes, the principals do need to go in to the their own EEP and check the 

box in the declaration portion of the EEP declaring that the data is accurate for all educators for their school. They do 

not need to go into each individual educator’s EEP. 

 

Q: If we are doing the EEP via XML, do the principals still need to do their verification step on Sept 20th once the data is 

in?  

A: The principals do need to verify the data immediately after Sept. 20th once the data has been submitted. They can 

verify ahead of time as well if your division sets earlier deadlines. 

 

Q: To confirm, are any Discoverer reports we run based on live data, or is it from a warehouse (hence, the data is one 

day old)? 

A: yes the data in Discoverer is data as of 5:00 pm the day before so it is not live data. The reports in SDS report on live 

data. 

 

 

 


